Prolifiq Sales Engagement
Case Study

Driving Sales Engagement and Revenue with Mobile Sales Enablement
Stryker Endoscopy’s Winning Strategy

THE GOAL
Improve the field sales force’s engagement and productivity with a new mobile sales
enablement strategy.

THE PLAN
Build a mobile “one-stop shop” where reps easily find content, communicate with health care
providers (HCPs) and stay in sync with the home office. Stryker’s strategy consists of two
key elements:
1

Digital Essentials
Give reps 24/7 mobile access to the content and information—including technical specifications, brochures,
or clinical data—that they need to do their jobs. The content must be compliant, stored in a central library
and measurable.

2

Enhanced Connections
Consistently named a “best place to work,” Stryker prides itself on its inspiring and engaging employee
culture. Enhanced Connections provides resources to connect the field sales force to home base, to make
them a part of the Stryker tribe.

THE RESULTS
Since implementing the program Stryker has experienced one of most significant increases in
sales engagement in the company’s history, as measured by the Gallup organization. The initiative
also inspired rave reviews from both the sales and executive teams.
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Stryker’s Goals

The Goal
Improve Sales Engagement to Increase Revenue
Digital advertising. Email. Apps. Trade shows.
Medical device companies use numerous channels
to reach and engage HCPs. But, over time, one
channel consistently delivers the highest return:
the field sales force.
This is why Kara Rasmussen, Senior Marketing
Communications Manager for Stryker Endoscopy,
chose to focus her new digital strategy on mobile sales
enablement.

we have a wide variety of ways to
“ While
reach providers directly, we can’t ignore the
fact that sales reps are the biggest touch
point,” Kara explained. “So, if we’re going to
leverage any channel, we should prioritize
our sales force because they interact
directly with providers.

”

Kara recognized that the shift to mobile technologies
such as smartphones and tablets changed the way
Stryker’s sales team interacts—both with HCPs as well
as headquarters. Despite being more connected than ever
before, the reps were more scattered and less engaged.
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Implement a digital strategy to drive
sales engagement and accelerate
revenue.

2

Evolve content delivery to meet
the demands of today’s mobile
reps and HCPs.

3

Put an end to the “where’s that
content?” dilemma.

4

Gain visibility into how both sales
reps and HCPs engage with and
consume content.

5

Connect the field sales force with
a “one-stop shop.” All content,
websites, company systems and
apps available in one place.

6

Expedite regulatory approvals to
get content to the field faster.

7

Engage the field sales force and
encourage collaboration to
improve rep productivity and
overall sales.

8

Demonstrate the ROI of the new
initiative.

2

Among Stryker’s challenges:
The company had a number of apps and internal websites, but few were actively used.
Reps were constantly using their smart phones and tablets, but they could never seem to find the
content they needed.
Marketing wasn’t sure if the content created was being used or tweaked.
The reps were disconnected from headquarters—as well as from each other.
What Stryker needed was a single mobile hub where reps could access content, tools and
company systems. This is what Kara set out to deliver.
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The Plan
Give Reps a Single Mobile Hub to Access Everything They Need
What are the tools that every salesperson needs to succeed? This is the question
that Kara asked when developing her mobile strategy. The answer for Stryker was
two key initiatives: “Digital Essentials” and “Enhanced Connections.”
Digital Essentials: Give reps 24/7 access to the content and information that they need to do
their jobs. This includes technical specifications, brochures, clinical data and other content.
Enhanced Connections: Consistently named a “best place to work,” Stryker prides itself on its
inspiring and engaging employee culture. Enhanced Connections provides resources to connect
the field sales force to headquarters so that they build stronger ties to the Stryker tribe.

Kara knew that engaging a vendor would be the best way to meet her goal:

“As health care marketers, our core competency is not building mobile
platforms, so we searched for vendors with that core competency. Our strategy
was to look for a vendor who understood our vision, had a proven track
record and could demonstrate a roadmap to help us achieve our goal.”
Kara’s Advice to Get Stakeholder Buy-In
Executives: Deliver insight into marketing and sales effectiveness - and help reps sell more.
Sales: Provide 24/7 access to all the content they need, on any device.
Marketing: Help them to do their job more efficiently and provide better insight into their
marketing programs.
Legal and Regulatory: Automate the process by which content is approved and disseminated.
IT: Involve them in the process early so they advise, vet and prepare necessary resources.
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After a search of available solutions, Kara chose Prolifiq.
She explains why:
Life sciences specific
No other company could duplicate Prolifiq’s functionality and experience in the life sciences
industry.

Strategic
Prolifiq didn’t just deliver a one-size-fits-all solution. They worked to understand our goals and
developed a strategy to fit.

Agile
We had an extremely accelerated 45-day timeline from start of project to launch, and Prolifiq
successfully met it.

Metrics
Prolifiq delivered visibility into key marketing activities and sales metrics, so we could prove the
value of the initiatives.

Fixed our “mobile mess”
Prolifiq not only enhanced our capabilities with its Tiles (applications), but also allowed us to
create a one-stop shop for reps by integrating key company and third-party applications within
the platform.

3-Screen
No matter what device reps use (smart phone, tablet, or laptop), Prolifiq maintains the same
consistent look and feel.

Partnership
Prolifiq understands the importance of collaboration and is committed to helping us achieve our vision.
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In creating its mobile hub, Stryker leveraged six of
Prolifiq's Tiles:
SEND
Allows representatives to fulfill health care providers’ information requests in seconds
with branded, fully-compliant messages including video, images, research studies,
brochures and other documents. Real-time version control maintains compliance.

MEASURE
Tracks the messages delivered through SEND. Marketing sees which content the sales
team uses, as well as how the HCPs engage with the content. Reps see how and when
HCPs engage with their messages and prioritize follow-up accordingly.

“One of the most important reasons why we chose Prolifiq is
because they truly understand the importance of the customer.
They place us first and at the center of every interaction.”
Kara Rasmussen, Senior Marketing Communications Manager, Stryker Endoscopy.

READ
Curates internal news including company updates, product updates, sales
incentives and more.

ANALYZE
Provides real-time, cumulative data that delivers insight into employees’ digital
activities, as well as customer engagement.
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VIEW
Solved the “where is that content?” problem by centralizing Stryker’s vast content
collection within a mobile library. Compliance is assured, thanks to automatic
version control, including items that are downloaded to a device. Approved
content is available when and where reps need it—no more digging through
email, calling marketing, or navigating through unwieldy portals.

PING
Transformed Stryker’s reps from isolated individuals into a tribe. Reps publish
stories and videos, share best practices and case studies, ask and answer
questions and stay connected with each other while out in the field.
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The Results
Significant Increase in Sales Engagement, as Measured by Gallup
Since deploying Prolifiq, Stryker has seen one
of the most significant increases in sales
engagement in its history.

Improving sales
engagement improves
productivity and profitability.

“We use the Gallup organization to help us track the
level of our sales teams’ engagement. They have a
very specific system for doing this,” Kara explains.

“Since we’ve launched our mobile
sales enablement platform, we’ve
seen a very significant increase.
One of the most significant in our
history.”

21%

higher
productivity

22%

higher
profitability

Source: “Engagement at work: Its effect on performance
continues in tough economic times: Key findings from
Gallup’s Q12 meta-analysis of 1.4 million employees.”
Gallup. Web. 2013.

In addition to engagement, the collected data allows Kara to measure the effectiveness
of her programs, make improvements and show ROI. But, beyond the quantitative, it is
the reactions of sales and executive teams that make Kara the most proud:

Ecstatic sales reactions.
“Our sales team has had an extremely positive reaction. Not only do they feel great about the
access they have to content, but they love the collaborative aspects of the program.”

Despite initial skepticism, executives love Prolifiq.
“What makes me the most proud is the reaction of our senior leadership team as they see
how our sales force is embracing the social aspects of the program—the less tangible. They
see what a tremendous value it brings to the organization when people are more connected.”

Kara continued, “We’ve seen such great results because we focused on our reps and
how to make it easy for them. Now all of our apps, metrics, content, news—everything—it’s all in one place. Everyone knows exactly where to go.”
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About Prolifiq
Prolifiq has reimagined customer relationship management and serves
many of the world’s largest and most innovative medical technology and
pharmaceutical companies. Prolifiq’s mobile software simplifies employee
and customer engagement with a unique combination of: 360º company
and customer views, calendar, content and collaboration, so Life Sciences
teams can quickly assess, anticipate, and act – whenever
and wherever to drive better patient outcomes.

Request a demo

